NYTF TRANSFORMERS PRODUCT COPY 2020 - FMD
Cyberverse
Transformers Bumblebee Cyberverse Adventures Deluxe Grimlock
(Ages 6 and Up / Approx. Retail Price: $19.99 / Available: May 1, 2020)
The Deluxe Class GRIMLOCK figure is stands 5 inches tall and converts from robot to dino mode in 28
steps. The last step of conversion activates the figure’s signature Chomp Jaw attack in both robot and dino
mode! The classic yellow and grey GRIMLOCK figure is inspired by the legendary Dinobot king from the
TRANSFORMERS BUMBLEBEE CYBERVERSE ADVENTURES series, as seen on Cartoon Network and
YouTube. Kids can collect other Deluxe Class figures (each sold separately, subject to availability) to
discover the signature attack moves of favorite characters from the G1-inspired CYBERVERSE series. Each
figure in the Deluxe AST also contains a bonus build-a-figure piece. Collect all eight figures in the AST and
combine all the pieces to build Maccadam, the beloved character from the show! One of the best ways to
introduce young and new fans to the exciting world of TRANSFORMERS! Available at most major toy
retailers and for pre-order on HasbroPulse.com on February 22, 2020 at 4PM EST.
Transformers Bumblebee Cyberverse Adventures Deluxe Hot Rod
(Ages 6 and Up / Approx. Retail Price: $19.99 / Available: May 1, 2020)
The Deluxe Class HOT ROD figure is stands 5 inches tall and converts from robot to race car mode in 13
steps. The last step of conversion activates the figure’s signature Fusion Flame attack in both robot and
race car mode! The classic red HOT ROD figure is inspired by the daring AUTOBOT hero from the
TRANSFORMERS BUMBLEBEE CYBERVERSE ADVENTURES series, as seen on Cartoon Network and
YouTube. Kids can collect other Deluxe Class figures (each sold separately, subject to availability) to
discover the signature attack moves of favorite characters from the G1-inspired CYBERVERSE series. Each
figure in the Deluxe AST also contains a bonus build-a-figure piece. Collect all eight figures in the AST and
combine all the pieces to build Maccadam, the beloved character from the show! One of the best ways to
introduce young and new fans to the exciting world of TRANSFORMERS! Available at most major toy
retailers and for pre-order on HasbroPulse.com on February 22, 2020 at 4PM EST.
Transformers Bumblebee Cyberverse Adventures Deluxe Arcee
(Ages 6 and Up / Approx. Retail Price: $19.99 / Available: August 1, 2020)
The Deluxe Class ARCEE figure is stands 5 inches tall and converts from robot to car mode in 13 steps. The
last step of conversion activates the figure’s signature Dual Energon Lazer attack in both robot and car
mode! The cool pink ARCEE figure is inspired by the skillful sharpshooter from the TRANSFORMERS
BUMBLEBEE CYBERVERSE ADVENTURES series, as seen on Cartoon Network and YouTube. Kids can collect
other Deluxe Class figures (each sold separately, subject to availability) to discover the signature attack
moves of favorite characters from the G1-inspired CYBERVERSE series. Each figure in the Deluxe AST also
contains a bonus build-a-figure piece. Collect all eight figures in the AST and combine all the pieces to
build Maccadam, the beloved character from the show! One of the best ways to introduce young and new
fans to the exciting world of TRANSFORMERS! Available at most major toy retailers and for pre-order on
HasbroPulse.com on February 22, 2020 at 4PM EST.
Generations Selects
Transformers: Generations Selects Micromaster WFC-GS10 Soundwave Spy Patrol (3rd Unit) 4-Pack
(Ages 8 and Up / Approx. Retail Price: $19.99 / Available: June 1, 2020)

The Generations Selects WFC-GS10 SOUNDWAVE SPY PATROL (3rd Unit) 4-Pack figures stand at 1.5 inches
and are inspired by the G1 mini-cassettes. The 4-pack includes DECEPTICON RUMBLE, DECEPTICON
WINGTHING, DECEPTICON SKAR and AUTOBOT KNOK alt modes, which fit inside the chests of WFC-S25
SOUNDWAVE and WFC-S55 SOUNDBLASTER figures (each sold separately, subject to availability). With
these figures, fans can add to their SOUNDWAVE SPY PATROL collection including WFC-S18 RAVAGE and
LASERBEAK and WFC-S46 RUMBLE and RATBAT (each sold separately, subject to availability). Unite
FRENZY with WFC-S46 RUMBLE to complete the dynamic duo from the 80s. Convert FRENZY, WINGTHING,
SKAR, and KNOK into cassette-inspired V5, V6, V7, and V8 Sonicsurge Drone Armor modes in 3-4 easy
steps. Now it’s up to you to decide which DECEPTICON is red or blue! The package can also be flipped
inside out to look like a cassette tape – the perfect backdrop to display these figures! Generations Selects
is a fan-dedicated line of figures featuring special edition characters that can’t be found in the main line.
Available at select retailers, online and for pre-order on HasbroPulse.com on February 22, 2020 at 4PM
EST.
Generations WFC EARTHRISE Wave 2 & 3
Transformers: Generations War for Cybertron: Earthrise Battle Masters WFC-E13 Slitherfang
(Ages 8 and Up / Approx. Retail Price: $5.99 / Available: August 1, 2020)
The WFC-E13 SLITHERFANG figure stands at 1.5 inches tall, converts into cross-compatible shield
accessory mode in 5 steps, and comes with a Fire Blasts accessory. SLITHERFANG in weapon mode also
doubles as a small Modular Battle Station module that connects Battle Stations together. Build the
Battlefield Beyond – The siege is over, but the War for Cybertron has just begun. EARTHRISE collectible
figures allow fans to build out epic space battle scenes, featuring figures that can convert into Modular
Battle Station modes and connect together to expand the battlefield. Every pack includes a piece of the
TRANSFORMERS Universe map and a red decoder to unlock the map's hidden paths! Collect other
EARTHRISE figures to piece together the full map (each sold separately, subject to availability). Adult fans
nostalgic for the original TRANSFORMERS animation and kids discovering classic characters for the first
time can share and experience exciting play patterns for all generations. Available at most major toy
retailers and on HasbroPulse.com.
Transformers: Generations War for Cybertron: Earthrise Deluxe WFC-E37 Runamuck
(Ages 8 and Up / Approx. Retail Price: $19.99 / Available: October 1, 2020)
The WFC-E37 RUNAMUCK figure stands at 5.5 inches tall, converts into classic G1 sports car mode in 16
steps, and comes with a blaster accessory that can be mounted on vehicle mode. The menacing
DECEPTICON shock trooper was voted by fans and now RUNAMUCK is here! Build the Battlefield Beyond
– The siege is over, but the War for Cybertron has just begun. EARTHRISE collectible figures allow fans to
build out epic space battle scenes, featuring figures that can convert into Modular Battle Station modes
and connect together to expand the battlefield. Every pack includes a piece of the TRANSFORMERS
Universe map and a red decoder to unlock the map's hidden paths! Collect other EARTHRISE figures to
piece together the full map (each sold separately, subject to availability). Adult fans nostalgic for the
original TRANSFORMERS animation and kids discovering classic characters for the first time can share and
experience exciting play patterns for all generations. Available at most major toy retailers and for preorder on HasbroPulse.com on February 22, 2020 at 4PM EST.
Transformers: Generations War for Cybertron: Earthrise Voyager WFC-E21 Decepticon Snapdragon
(Ages 8 and Up / Approx. Retail Price: $29.99 / Available: August 1, 2020)
The WFC-E21 DECEPTICON SNAPDRAGON figure stands at 7 inches tall, converts into jet mode in 14 steps
then to reptile mode in 20 steps, and comes with 2 accessories. The head of the destructive interceptor,

SNAPDRAGON, converts into a Headmaster, DECEPTICON KRUNK, that can be placed in the jet cockpit.
Build the Battlefield Beyond – The siege is over, but the War for Cybertron has just begun. EARTHRISE
collectible figures allow fans to build out epic space battle scenes, featuring figures that can convert into
Modular Battle Station modes and connect together to expand the battlefield. Every pack includes a piece
of the TRANSFORMERS Universe map and a red decoder to unlock the map's hidden paths! Collect other
EARTHRISE figures to piece together the full map (each sold separately, subject to availability). Adult fans
nostalgic for the original TRANSFORMERS animation and kids discovering classic characters for the first
time can share and experience exciting play patterns for all generations. Available at most major toy
retailers and for pre-order on HasbroPulse.com on February 22, 2020 at 4PM EST.
Transformers: Generations War for Cybertron: Earthrise Voyager WFC-E22 Quintesson Judge
(Ages 8 and Up / Approx. Retail Price: $29.99 / Available: August 1, 2020)
The WFC-E22 QUINTESSON JUDGE figure stands at 7 inches tall, converts into Modular Battle Station
mode in 16 steps, and comes with 2 accessories. The head of the ruthless QUINTESSON JUDGE rotates to
reveal the figure’s 5 faces – guilty or innocent? Build the Battlefield Beyond – The siege is over, but the
War for Cybertron has just begun. EARTHRISE collectible figures allow fans to build out epic space battle
scenes, featuring figures that can convert into Modular Battle Station modes and connect together to
expand the battlefield. Every pack includes a piece of the TRANSFORMERS Universe map and a red
decoder to unlock the map's hidden paths! Collect other EARTHRISE figures to piece together the full map
(each sold separately, subject to availability). Adult fans nostalgic for the original TRANSFORMERS
animation and kids discovering classic characters for the first time can share and experience exciting play
patterns for all generations. Available at most major toy retailers and for pre-order on HasbroPulse.com
on February 22, 2020 at 4PM EST.
Transformers: Generations War for Cybertron: Earthrise Leader WFC-E23 Doubledealer
(Ages 8 and Up / Approx. Retail Price: $49.99/ Available: July 1, 2020)
The WFC-E23 DOUBLEDEALER figure stands at 7 inches tall, converts into tank mode in 20 steps then to
bird mode in 37 steps, and comes with 2 accessories. The ruthless DECEPTICON mercenary,
DOUBLEDEALER, can also convert into Modular Battle Station mode. Build the Battlefield Beyond – The
siege is over, but the War for Cybertron has just begun. EARTHRISE collectible figures allow fans to build
out epic space battle scenes, featuring figures that can convert into Modular Battle Station modes and
connect together to expand the battlefield. Every pack includes a piece of the TRANSFORMERS Universe
map and a red decoder to unlock the map's hidden paths! Collect other EARTHRISE figures to piece
together the full map (each sold separately, subject to availability). Adult fans nostalgic for the original
TRANSFORMERS animation and kids discovering classic characters for the first time can share and
experience exciting play patterns for all generations. Available at most major toy retailers and for preorder on HasbroPulse.com on February 22, 2020 at 4PM EST.
Studio Series Wave 2 & 3
Transformers: Studio Series 62 Deluxe Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen Soundwave
(Ages 8 and Up / Approx. Retail Price: $19.99 / Available: November 1, 2020)
This Studio Series 62 Deluxe Class TRANSFORMERS: Revenge of the Fallen SOUNDWAVE figure stands at
4.5 inches tall and converts between robot and satellite mode in 10 steps. In the Orbital Espionage scene
from TRANSFORMERS: Revenge of the Fallen, Soundwave latches onto an orbiting satellite in his own
satellite mode to listen in on communications about the location of a shard of the Allspark. Fans can
remove the backdrop to showcase SOUNDWAVE in the Orbital Espionage scene. The Figure features vivid,
movie-inspired deco and 2 detailed accessories. Reach past the big screen and build the ultimate

TRANSFORMERS collection with Studio Series figures (each sold separately, subject to availability),
inspired by iconic movie scenes and designed with specs and details to reflect the TRANSFORMERS movie
universe. Available at most major toy retailers and for pre-order on HasbroPulse.com on February 22,
2020 at 4PM EST.
Transformers: Studio Series 63 Deluxe Transformers: Dark of the Moon Topspin
(Ages 8 and Up / Approx. Retail Price: $19.99 / Available: November 1, 2020)
This Studio Series 63 Deluxe Class TRANSFORMERS: Dark of the Moon TOPSPIN figure stands at 4.5 inches
tall and converts between robot and race car mode in 15 steps. In the Battle of Chicago scene from
TRANSFORMERS: Dark of the Moon, TOPSIN and the Wreckers turn the DECEPTICONS into scrap. Fans can
remove the backdrop to showcase TOPSIN in the Battle of Chicago scene. The Figure features vivid, movieinspired deco and 4 detailed weapon accessories. Fans can also add this figure to their Studio Series
Wreckers collection along with the 58 Deluxe ROADBUSTER figure (sold separately). Reach past the big
screen and build the ultimate TRANSFORMERS collection with Studio Series figures (each sold separately,
subject to availability), inspired by iconic movie scenes and designed with specs and details to reflect the
TRANSFORMERS movie universe. Available at most major toy retailers and for pre-order on
HasbroPulse.com on February 22, 2020 at 4PM EST.
Transformers: Studio Series 64 Deluxe Transformers: Bumblebee Movie Cliffjumper
(Ages 8 and Up / Approx. Retail Price: $19.99 / Available: November 1, 2020)
This Studio Series 64 Deluxe Class TRANSFORMERS: Bumblebee Movie CLIFFJUMPER figure stands at 4.5
inches tall and converts between robot and car mode in 20 steps. The battle on CYBERTRON rages in the
Cybertron Falls scene from TRANSFORMERS: Bumblebee where CLIFFJUMPER and his fellow AUTOBOTS
are overwhelmed by the DECEPTICON assault. Fans can remove the backdrop to showcase CLIFFJUMPER
in the Cybertron Falls scene. The Figure features vivid, movie-inspired deco and 1 detailed weapon
accessory. Reach past the big screen and build the ultimate TRANSFORMERS collection with Studio Series
figures (each sold separately, subject to availability), inspired by iconic movie scenes and designed with
specs and details to reflect the TRANSFORMERS movie universe. Available at most major toy retailers and
for pre-order on HasbroPulse.com on February 22, 2020 at 4PM EST.
Transformers: Studio Series 61 Voyager Transformers: Dark of the Moon Sentinel Prime
(Ages 8 and Up / Approx. Retail Price: $29.99 / Available: September 1, 2020)
This Studio Series 61 Voyager Class TRANSFORMERS: Dark of the Moon SENTINEL PRIME figure stands at
6.5 inches tall and converts between robot and Rosenbauer fire engine mode in 32 steps. In the Battle of
Chicago scene from TRANSFORMERS: Dark of the Moon, SENTINEL PRIME battles his protégé to ensure
the survival of Cybertron. Fans can remove the backdrop to showcase SENTINEL PRIME in the Battle of
Chicago scene. The Figure features vivid, movie-inspired deco and is highly articulated for posability.
Reach past the big screen and build the ultimate TRANSFORMERS collection with Studio Series figures
(each sold separately, subject to availability), inspired by iconic movie scenes and designed with specs and
details to reflect the TRANSFORMERS movie universe. Available at most major toy retailers and for preorder on HasbroPulse.com on February 22, 2020 at 4PM EST.
Transformers: Studio Series 60 Voyager Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen Constructicon Scrapper
(Ages 8 and Up / Approx. Retail Price: $29.99 / Available: September 1, 2020)
This Studio Series 60 Voyager Class TRANSFORMERS: Revenge of the Fallen CONSTRUCTICON SCRAPPER
figure stands at 6.5 inches tall and converts between robot and front loader tractor mode in 36 steps. In
the Pyramid Desert Battle scene from TRANSFORMERS: Revenge of the Fallen, the CONSTRUCTICON
SCRAPPER combines with 7 of his Constructicon comrades to form the brutal DEVASTATOR combiner.

Fans can remove the backdrop to showcase CONSTRUCTICON SCRAPPER in the Pyramid Desert Battle
scene. The Figure features vivid, movie-inspired deco and is highly articulated for posability. Reach past
the big screen and build the ultimate TRANSFORMERS collection with Studio Series figures (each sold
separately, subject to availability), inspired by iconic movie scenes and designed with specs and details to
reflect the TRANSFORMERS movie universe. Available at most major toy retailers and for pre-order on
HasbroPulse.com on February 22, 2020 at 4PM EST.
Transformers: Studio Series 65 Voyager Transformers: Bumblebee Movie Blitzwing
(Ages 8 and Up / Approx. Retail Price: $29.99 / Available: November 1, 2020)
This Studio Series 65 Voyager Class TRANSFORMERS: Bumblebee Movie BLITZWING figure stands at 6.5
inches tall and converts between robot and Cybertronian jet mode in 27 steps. In the Canyon Attack scene
from TRANSFORMERS: Bumblebee, BLITZWING interrogates BUMBLEBEE about the whereabouts of the
AUTOBOTS and rips out his voice synthesizer. Fans can remove the backdrop to showcase BLITZWING in
the Canyon Attack scene. The Figure features vivid, movie-inspired deco and is highly articulated for
posability. Reach past the big screen and build the ultimate TRANSFORMERS collection with Studio Series
figures (each sold separately, subject to availability), inspired by iconic movie scenes and designed with
specs and details to reflect the TRANSFORMERS movie universe. Available at most major toy retailers and
for pre-order on HasbroPulse.com on February 22, 2020 at 4PM EST.
Transformers: Studio Series 67 Voyager Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen Movie 2 Constructicon
Skipjack
(Ages 8 and Up / Approx. Retail Price: $29.99 / Available: November 1, 2020)
This Studio Series 67 Voyager Class Movie 2 CONSTRUCTICON SKIPJACK figure stands at 6.5 inches tall and
converts between robot and bulldozer mode in 22 steps. In the Pyramid Desert Battle scene from
TRANSFORMERS: Revenge of the Fallen, the CONSTRUCTICON SKIPJACK combines with 7 of his
Constructicon comrades to form the brutal DEVASTATOR combiner. Fans can remove the backdrop to
showcase CONSTRUCTICON SKIPJACK in the Pyramid Desert Battle scene. The Figure features vivid, movieinspired deco and is highly articulated for posability. Reach past the big screen and build the ultimate
TRANSFORMERS collection with Studio Series figures (each sold separately, subject to availability),
inspired by iconic movie scenes and designed with specs and details to reflect the TRANSFORMERS movie
universe. Available at most major toy retailers and for pre-order on HasbroPulse.com on February 22,
2020 at 4PM EST.
Transformers: Studio Series 66 Leader Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen Constructicon Overload
(Ages 8 and Up / Approx. Retail Price: $49.99 / Available: November 1, 2020)
This Studio Series 66 Leader Class TRANSFORMERS: Revenge of the Fallen CONSTRUCTICON OVERLOAD
figure stands at 8.5 inches tall and converts between robot and articulated dump truck mode in 34 steps.
In the Pyramid Desert Battle scene from TRANSFORMERS: Revenge of the Fallen, the CONSTRUCTICON
OVERLOAD combines with his comrades to form Constructicon DEVASTATOR. Fans can remove the
backdrop to showcase CONSTRUCTICON OVERLOAD in the Pyramid Desert Battle scene. The Figure
features vivid, movie-inspired deco and 1 detailed weapon accessory. Reach past the big screen and build
the ultimate TRANSFORMERS collection with Studio Series figures (each sold separately, subject to
availability), inspired by iconic movie scenes and designed with specs and details to reflect the
TRANSFORMERS movie universe. Available at most major toy retailers and for pre-order on
HasbroPulse.com on February 22, 2020 at 4PM EST.
Generations WFC Netflix Wave 1

Transformers: Generations War for Cybertron Series-Inspired Deluxe Decepticon Mirage
(Ages 8 and Up / Approx. Retail Price: $19.99 / Available: April 1, 2020)
The War for Cybertron series-inspired Deluxe DECEPTICON MIRAGE figure stands at 5.5 inches tall and
converts from robot to race car mode in 19 steps. The deceptive MIRAGE uses his signature hologram
technology to spy on his enemies and comes with 3 accessories. With 51 deco ops and battle-worn details
this is the most series-accurate version of the character. Build the Battlefield Beyond – when fans see the
iconic red and white packaging, they know they're getting a figure inspired by the War for Cybertron series
(each sold separately, subject to availability). Deluxe Class figures come with a piece of a Teletraan-1
backdrop, which can be collected to build the full Teletraan-1 backdrop. Adult fans nostalgic for the
original TRANSFORMERS animation and kids discovering classic characters for the first time can share and
experience exciting play patterns for all generations. Available exclusively at Walmart and for pre-order
on February 22, 2020 at 4PM EST.
Transformers: Generations War for Cybertron Series-Inspired Deluxe Autobot Hound
(Ages 8 and Up / Approx. Retail Price: $19.99 / Available: April 1, 2020)
The War for Cybertron series-inspired Deluxe AUTOBOT HOUND figure stands at 5.5 inches tall and
converts from robot to armored truck mode in 14 steps. HOUND, a tough and rugged army sergeant,
proves himself a dependable solider within the AUTOBOT ranks and comes with 2 accessories. With 51
deco ops and battle-worn details this is the most series-accurate version of the character. Build the
Battlefield Beyond – when fans see the iconic red and white packaging, they know they're getting a figure
inspired by the War for Cybertron series (each sold separately, subject to availability). Deluxe Class figures
come with a piece of a Teletraan-1 backdrop, which can be collected to build the full Teletraan-1 backdrop.
Adult fans nostalgic for the original TRANSFORMERS animation and kids discovering classic characters for
the first time can share and experience exciting play patterns for all generations. Available exclusively at
Walmart and for pre-order on February 22, 2020 at 4PM EST.
Transformers: Generations War for Cybertron Series-Inspired Deluxe Chromia
(Ages 8 and Up / Approx. Retail Price: $19.99 / Available: April 1, 2020)
The War for Cybertron series-inspired Deluxe CHROMIA figure stands at 5.5 inches tall and converts from
robot to Cybertronian vehicle mode in 15 steps. CHROMIA, a steadfast army sergeant and skilled sniper,
never hesitates to charge into the crossfire to protect her team and comes with 2 accessories. With 51
deco ops and battle-worn details this is the most series-accurate version of the character. Build the
Battlefield Beyond – when fans see the iconic red and white packaging, they know they're getting a figure
inspired by the War for Cybertron series (each sold separately, subject to availability). Deluxe Class figures
come with a piece of a Teletraan-1 backdrop, which can be collected to build the full Teletraan-1 backdrop.
Adult fans nostalgic for the original TRANSFORMERS animation and kids discovering classic characters for
the first time can share and experience exciting play patterns for all generations. Available exclusively at
Walmart and for pre-order on February 22, 2020 at 4PM EST.
Transformers: Generations War for Cybertron Series-Inspired Deluxe Sideswipe
(Ages 8 and Up / Approx. Retail Price: $19.99 / Available: April 1, 2020)
The War for Cybertron series-inspired Deluxe SIDESWIPE figure stands at 5.5 inches tall and converts from
robot to sports car mode in 16 steps. SIDESWIPE, a bold and at times impulsive AUTOBOT soldier, is eager
to prove himself to OPTIMUS PRIME and the rest of the AUTOBOTS, and comes with 2 accessories. With
51 deco ops and battle-worn details this is the most series-accurate version of the character. Build the
Battlefield Beyond – when fans see the iconic red and white packaging, they know they're getting a figure

inspired by the War for Cybertron series (each sold separately, subject to availability). Deluxe Class figures
come with a piece of a Teletraan-1 backdrop, which can be collected to build the full Teletraan-1 backdrop.
Adult fans nostalgic for the original TRANSFORMERS animation and kids discovering classic characters for
the first time can share and experience exciting play patterns for all generations. Available exclusively at
Walmart and for pre-order on February 22, 2020 at 4PM EST.
Transformers: Generations War for Cybertron Series-Inspired Deluxe Scrapface
(Ages 8 and Up / Approx. Retail Price: $19.99 / Available: April 1, 2020)
The War for Cybertron series-inspired Deluxe SCRAPFACE figure stands at 5.5 inches tall and converts from
robot to spacecraft mode in 17 steps. SCRAPFACE, a red and blue Refraktor clone, is always ready to
charge at AUTOBOT soldiers as he fights on the frontlines, and comes with 2 accessories. With 51 deco
ops and battle-worn details this is the most series-accurate version of the character. Build the Battlefield
Beyond – when fans see the iconic red and white packaging, they know they're getting a figure inspired
by the War for Cybertron series (each sold separately, subject to availability). Deluxe Class figures come
with a piece of a Teletraan-1 backdrop, which can be collected to build the full Teletraan-1 backdrop.
Adult fans nostalgic for the original TRANSFORMERS animation and kids discovering classic characters for
the first time can share and experience exciting play patterns for all generations. Available exclusively at
Walmart and for pre-order on February 22, 2020 at 4PM EST.
Transformers: Generations War for Cybertron Series-Inspired Voyager Decepticon Hotlink 3-Pack
(Ages 8 and Up / Approx. Retail Price: $19.99 / Available: April 1, 2020)
The War for Cybertron series-inspired Voyager DECEPTICON HOTLINK figure stands at 7 inches tall,
converts to jet mode in 22 steps, and includes 2 series-inspired accessories. HOTLINK, a geeky engineer,
is a member of an elite team within the DECEPTICON army, called the Seekers. HOTLINK Comes with
flamethrower twins, HEATSTROKE and HEARTBURN, Battle Masters figures that convert to weapon modes
in 5 steps. Fans can imagine the techy tinkerer HOTLINK taking great pleasure in using and upgrading the
weapon modes of the flamethrower twins as he blazes into battle! With 53 deco ops and battle-worn
details this is the most series-accurate version of the character. Build the Battlefield Beyond – when fans
see the iconic red and white packaging, they know they're getting a figure inspired by the War for
Cybertron series (each sold separately, subject to availability). Adult fans nostalgic for the original
TRANSFORMERS animation and kids discovering classic characters for the first time can share and
experience exciting play patterns for all generations. Available exclusively at Walmart and for pre-order
on February 22, 2020 at 4PM EST.
Transformers: Generations War for Cybertron Series-Inspired Voyager Megatron Battle 3-Pack
(Ages 8 and Up / Approx. Retail Price: $19.99 / Available: April 1, 2020)
The War for Cybertron series-inspired Voyager MEGATRON figure stands at 7 inches tall, converts to tank
mode in 17 steps, and includes 2 series-inspired accessories. MEGATRON, the ruthless General of the
DECEPTICON army, leads his troops in a war against the AUTOBOT counter-resistance. MEGATRON comes
with Captive LIONIZER and PINPOINTER Battle Masters figures that convert to weapon modes in 5 steps.
Fans can imagine MEGATRON taking the AUTOBOT Battle Masters as prisoners and using their weapon
modes to gear up for battle! With 53 deco ops and battle-worn details this is the most series-accurate
version of the character. Build the Battlefield Beyond – when fans see the iconic red and white packaging,
they know they're getting a figure inspired by the War for Cybertron series (each sold separately, subject
to availability). Adult fans nostalgic for the original TRANSFORMERS animation and kids discovering classic
characters for the first time can share and experience exciting play patterns for all generations. Available
exclusively at Walmart and for pre-order on February 22, 2020 at 4PM EST.

Transformers: Generations War for Cybertron Series-Inspired Leader Ultra Magnus Spoiler Pack
(Ages 8 and Up / Approx. Retail Price: $19.99 / Available: April 1, 2020)
The War for Cybertron series-inspired Leader ULTRA MAGNUS figure stands at 7 inches tall, converts to
armored truck mode in 26 steps, and includes 12 weapon and armor accessories to build up the figure.
ULTRA MAGNUS, the selfless AUTOBOT Major, will do whatever it takes to end the war on Cybertron.
ULTRA MAGNUS also includes a BATTLEFIELD RUNG figure with epic Energon-infused deco and 3 vibrant
pink Energon cubes hidden inside a mysterious compound for fans to dig out and fuel the battle! With 70
deco ops and battle-worn details this is the most series-accurate version of the character. SPOILER ALERT
– inside the awesome ammo-inspired packing are spoilers for the War for Cybertron series written in
Cybertronian! Build the Battlefield Beyond and collect other series-inspired War for Cybertron figures
(each sold separately, subject to availability). Adult fans nostalgic for the original TRANSFORMERS
animation and kids discovering classic characters for the first time can share and experience exciting play
patterns for all generations. Available exclusively at Walmart and for pre-order on February 22, 2020 at
4PM EST.

